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ABSTRACT
This article centres on DSTA’s experience in delivering the DSTA Integrated Complex – a conducive, versatile and collaborative
^VYRLU]PYVUTLU[MVYHSS+:;(Z[HɈ:[HY[PUN^P[O[OLJVTWSL_»ZJVUJLW[\HSPZH[PVU[OLHY[PJSLL_WSHPUZOV^\ZLYYLSH[LK
factors permeated the project’s design and development stages. It also illustrates how technology was used as a key
enabler in the delivery of the complex to provide optimised building performance with greater sustainability, as well as the
JOHSSLUNLZMHJLKHUKV]LYJVTLI`[OLWYVQLJ[[LHT;OLHUUL_ISVJR^HZVɉJPHSS`VWLULKI`[OL4PUPZ[LYVM+LMLUJLVU
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INTRODUCTION
The idea of having an extension block – now known as the
annex block – to the existing Defence Technology Tower A
+;;(HYVZLMYVT[OLULLK[VOV\ZLHSS+:;(Z[HɈPU[OLZHTL
WYLTPZLZ +:;(»Z Z[HɈ OHK ILLU SVJH[LK PU KPɈLYLU[ VɉJLZ
at Depot Road, Bukit Merah Central and Science Park Drive.
The solution to meet this need was the development of a new
DSTA Integrated Complex, consisting of a new annex block,
juxtaposed next to a refurbished DTTA.

>P[O [OPZ L_[LUKLK I\PSKPUN [V OV\ZL HSS Z[HɈ ZLJ\YP[`
management has been strengthened by re-organising the entire
VɉJL ZWHJL PU[V ]HYPV\Z ZLJ\YP[` aVULZ ;OPZ OHZ LUOHUJLK
[OL^VYRÅV^^P[OPU[OLI\PSKPUNHUKPTWYV]LK[YHɉJÅV^VM
Z[HɈHUK]PZP[VYZ-PN\YLZOV^ZOV^[OLI\PSKPUNPZJS\Z[LYLK
IHZLKVUM\UJ[PVUZ3L]LSZHUKHYLaVULKHZº\UJSHZZPÄLK»
areas. These house clusters of meeting rooms for meetings with
visitors and external contractors, and a conducive cafeteria for
HSSZ[HɈHUK]PZP[VYZ^OPSLHSZVZLY]PUNHZHUPU[LYHJ[PVUHYLH
A modern DSTA Gallery that showcases DSTA’s history and
the contributions by DSTA’s defence engineers is also located
at Level 1, providing further opportunities to engage visitors.

Figure 1. Clusters by functions
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>P[O [OL JVTWSL[PVU VM [OL JVTWSL_ [OL WVW\SH[PVU VM Z[HɈ
OV\ZLK H[ [OL +LWV[ 9VHK VɉJL ^HZ L_WLJ[LK [V PUJYLHZL

CREATING A LIVEABLE WORKPLACE

leading to a need for more common and shared facilities.
This need was addressed through major upgrades of existing
common facilities supporting DTTA and by building new
common facilities. These include an auditorium, a multistorey carpark and multi-function rooms. Even the library was

Architectural Identity

reengineered and repositioned as a new Information Resource
Centre (IRC), complete with upgrades in size and content. To
OHUKSL [OL PUJYLHZLK ÅV^ VM WLVWSL H UL^ L_[LYUHS SPM[ JVYL
with eight new lifts was built, providing a connection between
DTTA and the annex block. Beyond taking the existing DSTA

The architecture of the annex block was designed to integrate
with the existing DTTA by mirroring DTTA’s signature blue and
white curtain walls.

Z[HɈ WVW\SH[PVU PU[V JVUZPKLYH[PVU [OLZL JVTTVU MHJPSP[PLZ
were also upsized to cater to a projected growth in population
VMZ[HɈHUK]PZP[VYZ[V+:;(

Figure 2. DSTA logo

The development also incorporated many new innovation
spaces to provide spatial dimensions to DSTA’s holistic workSPML [YHUZMVYTH[PVU ¶ MYVT H J\IPJSLJLU[YPJ VɉJL [V HU VWLU
VɉJL JVUJLW[ Z\WWSLTLU[LK I` H YLJVUÄN\YHISL SHI HUK H
VULZ[VWZ[HɈJVUJPLYNL
The following sections provide an account of how the complex
^HZ KL]LSVWLK 0[ VɈLYZ +:;( Z[HɈ TVYL KL[HPSZ HIV\[ [OLPY
daily work environment, and for other readers, ideas for their
VɉJLZ;OLHY[PJSLHSZVPSS\Z[YH[LZOV^[LJOUVSVN`^HZ\ZLKHZ
a key enabler in the delivery of the project to provide optimised
building performance with greater sustainability.

Inspired by the curves of DSTA logo (see Figure 2), the
architect designed a cantilevered sweep of the canopy at the
THPULU[YHUJL[OH[\UPÄLZ[OL+;;(ISVJR^P[O[OLUL^HUUL_
block (see Figure 3). Designed to be a multi-functional feature,
this canopy extends and wraps around the mass of the annex
block, initially as a series of louvred sunshades on the side
of the building, and then extends out as a shelter for the roof
garden. On the lower levels, the curved form of the canopy
continues into the atrium of the main entrance lobby. Overall,
the architecture is cleanly articulated and sophisticated,
without the complication of unnecessary design elements.

Figure 3. Consistent architectural language
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Vibrant Spaces
;OL KLZPNU VM [OL PU[LYPVY MVJ\ZLZ VU YLKLÄUPUN [OL VɉJL
space – transforming it from a muted, passive environment of
walled silos, into an active and vibrant space that stimulates
KPZJ\ZZPVU HUK PUUV]H[PVU (Z [OL UL^ VɉJL SH`V\[ OHK [V
cater to and accommodate new and varied working styles, a
wide gamut of working environments was created within the
VɉJL ZWHJL ¶ MYVT [OL TLSSV^ JHMtZ[`SLK HTIPLUJL VM [OL
VɉJL WHU[YPLZ [V [OL ^OPTZPJHS M\YUP[\YL VM [OL YLJYLH[PVU
JVYULYZ¶VɈLYPUNZ[HɈ[OLSPILY[`[VZ[LWV\[ZPKL[OLJVUÄULZ
of their desks to free up their imagination.

DESIGN – USER NEEDS ANALYSIS
FOR SPACE OPTIMISATION
User needs were incorporated into the design of spaces
within the complex through a process known as Design
Innovation, which was applied extensively to enhance user
experience by creating meaningful spaces for interaction
and collaboration. Basically, Design Innovation moves away
from the conventional approach of design and development.
0UZ[LHK [OL YLX\PYLTLU[ KLÄUP[PVU HUK ZVS\[PVU KLZPNU HYL
developed through interactive collaborations and iterative cocreation with users, who work together with the developers to
shape and deliver desired outcomes.

Figure 4. Evolving workspace

In addition, meeting rooms and management rooms with high
partition walls were located away from the windows, to allow

Connected Spaces

[OL WLUL[YH[PVU VM UH[\YHS KH`SPNO[ PU[V [OL VɉJL ZWHJL ZLL
Figure 4). Workstations and collaboration areas were located

Traditionally, spaces are planned to meet the functional needs
with limited considerations of how these spaces interact with

ULHY [OL ^PUKV^ JVYYPKVY [V VɈLY Z[HɈ ]PL^Z VM [OL S\ZO
greenery of Telok Blangah.

one another. Take for instance, a national library that is located
inside a shopping mall is usually built enclosed within its own
walls and doors. This concept is logical and mainly attributed

)L`VUK [OL VɉJL ZWHJLZ ^VYR ZWHJLZ ^LYL HSZV JYLH[LK
;OLZL PUJS\KL [OL HSMYLZJV JHML[LYPH H[ 3L]LS  [OL JHMt HUK

[V[OLULLK[VKLÄUL[OLZWHJLHZHWSHJL^OLYLWH[YVUZJHU

IRC at Level 2, the DSTA Labs at Level 3, and the multipurpose halls and gym at Level 12. The scattering of these
spaces throughout the complex not only generates a buzz of
activity within the building, but also creates opportunities for
L_JOHUNLZIL[^LLUZ[HɈMYVTKPɈLYLU[KLWHY[TLU[Z
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read and borrow books. The secondary consideration is to
ensure that the books are kept within the space and that the
borrowing of items is controlled within gates and books are
secured with RFID tags. While this traditional arrangement
has its advantages, it lacks considerations about how spaces
could be further optimised to consider other human factors,
which could make these spaces even more meaningful.

DSTA INTEGRATED COMPLEX

Design Innovation and considerations of how spaces relate to
one another were applied to the design of the IRC on Level 2.

closed concept space, with rooms allocated for various uses.
However, as the requirements for lab spaces are dynamic

Figure 5 shows how the IRC is designed with an open concept
[OH[ OHZ UV WO`ZPJHS IHYYPLYZ 0[ PZ PU[LNYH[LK ^P[O H Z[HɈ
concierge, a new concept and a one-stop employee-centric
centre that provides a full suite of common employee services
YLSH[PUN[VO\THUYLZV\YJL0;ÄUHUJLSVNPZ[PJZHUKZLJ\YP[`

and evolve with the nature of the prototyping projects and
[OLPY [LHT TLTILYZ OH]PUN Ä_LK LUJSVZLK SHI ZWHJLZ ^HZ
not ideal. Due to a high tempo, frequency of communication
and collaboration, and demonstrations of ideas, spaces free
MYVT Z[H[PJ HUK Ä_LK IV\UKHYPLZ ^V\SK IL WYLMLYYLK :\JO

-VYNYLH[LYJVU]LUPLUJLIV[O[OLZ[HɈJVUJPLYNLHUK09*HYL
ZLY]LKI`HJHMtWYV]PKPUNHUV[OLYPUMVYTHSKPZJ\ZZPVUZWHJL
MVYZ[HɈ-PUHSS`[OLZWHJL^HZPU[LU[PVUHSS`HUKZ[YH[LNPJHSS`
SVJH[LK PU H OPNO[YHɉJ JVYYPKVY MVY JVU]LUPLUJL HUK [V
WYVTV[LZ[HɈ\ZHNLVM[OL09*

spaces would provide a superior environment for a crosspollination of ideas and innovative exchanges. When the
idea to discard the enclosed lab space design was mooted,
Design Innovation processes were used. It was only after many
rounds of iterations and feasibility studies with the various

Flexible Interactive Spaces

Z[HRLOVSKLYZ [OH[ H ]LYZH[PSL SHI ZWHJL ^HZ ÄUHSS` KLZPNULK
and implemented.

Another example of Design Innovation is in the design of
lab spaces. The DSTA Labs were initially designed to be a

-PN\YL0U[LNYH[LKZWHJLMVY[OL09*Z[HɈJVUJPLYNLHUKJHMt

Figure 6. DSTA Labs
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Figure 7. Innovation Space

The team also drew and adapted ideas from other worldrenowned labs such as those from Google. By adopting a nonconventional design approach and eliminating installations
VU[OLÅVVY¶^P[OZLY]PJLZY\UUPUNV]LYOLHKHUKKV^UMYVT
ceiling poles – the team created a lab which is versatile and
LHZPS`YLJVUÄN\YHISL;OLVWLUZWHJLHSSV^ZYHWPKHKHW[H[PVU
VM [OL ZWHJL [V Ä[ [OL ULLKZ VM WYVQLJ[Z HZ [OL` L]VS]L ZLL
Figure 6).
All furniture in the lab are mobile – easily movable and

;OL KLZPNU VM [OL Z[HɈ ^VYRZ[H[PVU ^HZ [YHUZMVYTLK ^P[O
consideration of its ergonomic value, space optimisation and
Z[HɈWYLMLYLUJL;OLÄUHSKLZPNU^HZ[OLYLZ\S[VMHW\YWVZLM\S
HWWYVHJOVMKLZPNUPUN^P[OHUKMVYZ[HɈ7VSSZ^LYLJVUK\J[LK

rearranged to suit the projects’ changing needs. To address
[OL ULLK MVY TVYL JSHZZPÄLK ^VYRZ TV]HISL ]LY[PJHS ^YP[PUN
boards were introduced to serve as temporary partitions,
which can also be used for writing and sketching during team
discussions. Beyond the workspace in the lab with equipment

HTVUNZ[HɈHUKTVJR\WZVM[OL]HYPV\ZVW[PVUZ^LYLZL[\W
MVY Z[HɈ [V JVTWHYL HUK WYV]PKL MLLKIHJR MVY PTWYV]LTLU[
ZLL-PN\YL >P[O[OLPU]VS]LTLU[VMZ[HɈPU[OL^VYRZ[H[PVU»Z
KLZPNU [OL TVZ[ WYLMLYYLK ^VYRZ[H[PVU SH`V\[ Ä[[PUNZ HUK
Ä_[\YLZ ^LYL PTWSLTLU[LK ^P[O HU VW[PTHS IHSHUJL IL[^LLU

and furnishings, an innovation space was also developed (see
Figure 7). This space, which is used as a showcase area during
formal meetings or visits, also facilitates discussions in a more
relaxing setting.

usage, storage and security requirements.

9LKLÄUPUN6ɉJL:WHJLZ
(Z Z[HɈ ZWLUK TVZ[ VM [OLPY [PTL PU [OL VɉJL [OL JVTWSL_
^HZ KLZPNULK [V WYV]PKL HU LUNHNPUN HUK LUK\YPUN VɉJL
environment to enhance productivity, collaboration and
innovation at work (see Figure 8). Through the use of colours,
SPNO[Ä[[PUNZHUKÄUPZOLZ[OLVɉJLZWHJLZ^LYLJYLH[LK^P[O
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a modern look, vibrant feel and functional ease. Layouts were
carefully planned and optimised to accommodate more spaces
MVY Z[HɈ [V JVSSHIVYH[L ;OLZL PUJS\KL H ]HYPL[` VM PUMVYTHS
meeting areas, provisioned at strategic locations within the
VɉJLZWHJLZ[VHSSV^PTWYVTW[\KPZJ\ZZPVUZVYTLL[PUNZ
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-PN\YL6WLUVɉJLJVUJLW[

-PN\YL :\Y]L`Z^LYLJVUK\J[LKPUHUK[VKL[LYTPULZ[HɈ»ZWYLMLYYLK^VYRZ[H[PVUSH`V\[
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION –
MAJOR CHALLENGES FACED
The major challenges in implementing this project arose
from the need to ensure business continuity and minimise
disruptions to DSTA’s ongoing daily operations – this meant
building the annex block, and then integrating the systems,
people and processes together with DTTA. Challenges were
compounded as the team had to make sure that the complex
was reinvented, solutions were optimal, and waste and
resource use were minimised.

Ensuring Business Continuity Throughout
the Refresh of Old and Integration with New
Systems
Ventilation and Power Systems
A major challenge arose from the need to ensure uninterrupted
business operation in DTTA with a continuous provision of
the required ventilation and power supply, while the backend replacement and upgrading works were in progress. To
address this challenge, the continuous functioning of chillers
and power supply for support systems of essential utilities
were the keys to success.
The chillers and power systems in the existing DTTA were
refreshed with a replacement of key components. These
were then integrated with the new systems in the complex to
serve both DTTA and the new annex block. Continuous power
and cooling had to be ensured from the beginning of the
construction, during the transition to integrate refreshed DTTA
systems with parts of the new annex systems, and up to the
completion of the entire complex.
Meeting this challenge required a deep understanding of
DSTA’s operations, followed by a detailed focus on the critical
areas in the ventilation and power systems at various stages
of the project, especially at the transition points of the project
where new and old systems were integrated. It required
great attention to detail, from planning through design to
implementation to ensure the smooth delivery of outcomes.

+:;(/\THU;YHɉJ-SV^Z
Another example of the use of the deep understanding of
DSTA’s operations and focus on system details came from
LɈVY[Z[VLUZ\YLI\ZPULZZJVU[PU\P[`PUHYLHZ^P[OOPNOO\THU
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[YHɉJ ^OLYL YLUV]H[PVUZ JVU[PU\LK ^P[OV\[ KPZY\W[PUN KHPS`
activities. Such areas included the common areas at DTTA
Levels 1 and 2.
0[ ^HZ PUL]P[HISL MVY Z[HɈ [V JVTT\[L ]PH [OLZL JVTTVU
areas to their workplace while renovations were ongoing.
The renovation works were meticulously planned to minimise
[OL PTWHJ[ [V [OL Z[HɈ»Z KHPS` YV\[PULZ )` \UKLYZ[HUKPUN
Z[HɈ ILOH]PV\Y HUK WYLMLYLUJLZ ^VYR ZLX\LUJLZ ^LYL
scheduled sensitively in phases. At the same time, constant
LUNHNLTLU[Z^LYLJVUK\J[LK^P[OZ[HɈ[VHSSV^[OLJVSSLJ[PVU
of their feedback and calibration of renovation plans. These
established a common understanding and garnered support
MYVT+:;(Z[HɈ[VHSSV^JVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYRZ[VWYVJLLK

Interfacing New Spaces in the Annex Block
with the Existing DTTA Building
-VY H TVYL JVUK\JP]L HUK JVTMVY[HISL VɉJL LU]PYVUTLU[
VɉJLZWHJLZ^P[OOPNOLYJLPSPUNZHYLWYLMLYYLK/V^L]LYMVY
seamless connections to the existing DTTA, the annex block’s
ceiling height could only vary within a very narrow range. To
resolve this issue, the annex block’s internal ceiling design was
JOHUNLKMYVT[OLJVU]LU[PVUHSVɉJLMVYT^OPJOOHZ[OLLU[PYL
ceiling typically installed with ceiling boards with enclosed
wiring and air ducts. In the annex block, a chilled beam system
was implemented instead of the traditional air conditioning
duct. Compared to DTTA’s traditional air conditioning duct, the
chilled beam occupies much lesser ceiling space to allow for a
higher ceiling height. Furthermore, prior to the implementation,
extensive studies and research on the use of chilled beam were
WLYMVYTLK[VLUZ\YLP[TLL[Z[OLLULYN`LɉJPLUJ`[HYNL[Z
;O\Z[OLUL^HUUL_ISVJR»ZVɉJLZWHJLOHZHOPNOLYPU[LYUHS
ceiling that is integrated with the complex harmoniously, and
features a new system – the chilled beam system – which is
HSZVTVYLLULYN`LɉJPLU[HUKWYV]PKLZIL[[LYPUKVVYHPYX\HSP[`

Minimising Energy Costs while Enlarging
the DSTA Complex
Continuous power and cooling are integral to the daily
operation of any building. The addition of the new annex
building would mean a substantial growth in power and cooling
KLTHUKZHZ^LSSHZ[YHɉJPU[OLLUSHYNLK+:;(JVTWV\UK
System optimisation hence became imperative to reduce
energy wastage and ensure that the aggregated spaces would
be livable.

DSTA INTEGRATED COMPLEX

The engineers took a holistic view by driving system
VW[PTPZH[PVUÄYZ[MYVTHTHJYVSL]LS[OLUH[[OLPUKP]PK\HSZ\I

Active Chilled Beam

systems. They also looked beyond the project boundary and
considered adjacent infrastructures within the Depot Camp
JVTWV\UK[VÄUK^H`Z[VZ`ULYNPZL[OLLUSHYNLKJVTWV\UK»Z
infrastructure with its surroundings.

The total heat load of a space comprises two components:
ZLUZPISLSVHKHUKSH[LU[SVHK-VYH[`WPJHSVɉJLSPRL[OL+:;(

Annex A looks at several aspects that the team has taken into
consideration to ensure system optimisation of power, cooling
and lift systems.

Integrated Complex, there is a greater proportion of sensible
load compared to latent load. Traditional air-handlers introduce
large quantities of air to remove the total load in a space
holistically. Energy is consumed via the fans to move the air
into the building spaces. Figure 10 shows the temperature heat
map for active chilled beam system.

LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGIES
Technology was a great enabler which allowed the team to
overcome challenges in developing the complex and also
reduce DSTA’s total operating costs by housing everyone
in the complex. Life cycle cost had been considered in the
implementation of such technologies, which has proven to be
JVZ[LɈLJ[P]LPU[OLSVUNY\U
Along the way, the team received several awards, which
HSSV^LK[OLT[VILUJOTHYR[OLPYLɈVY[ZUH[PVUHSS`0UWHY[PJ\SHY
the annex block attained the Building & Construction Authority
(BCA) Green Mark Platinum award, the highest accolade for
LULYN` LɉJPLUJ` I\PSKPUNZ ;OPZ H^HYK YLJVNUPZLK +:;(»Z
LɈVY[ PU WYVTV[PUN [OL ILZ[ LU]PYVUTLU[HS WYHJ[PJLZ [HRPUN
into consideration the building’s overall environmental
performance to promote sustainable design, construction and
operations practices.

Innovative Sustainable Systems
,ɉJPLU[*OPSSLK>H[LY+PZ[YPI\[PVU:`Z[LT
The chiller plant design has been optimised to maximise
LɉJPLUJ`NHPU^P[O[OLZ`Z[LTHJOPL]PUNHJSHZZSLHKPUNWSHU[
LɉJPLUJ` VM R>9; ;OL KLZPNU HSZV PUJS\KLK KL[HPSZ [V
prolong the life of the chillers.
The annex block is equipped with a degassing system to
regulate the chilled water system’s pressure and remove
dissolved gases in the chilled water system simultaneously.
The removal of dissolved gases would slow down the process
of rust formation, thereby prolonging the longevity of the chilled
water pipes. The lifespan of the chillers’ condenser tubes are
also extended by the use of an auto tube condenser cleaning
system, which includes tiny brushes that move automatically
PU[OLKPYLJ[PVUVM[OLJOPSSLK^H[LYÅV^[VJSLHU[OL[\IL;OL
tube’s cleanliness maximises heat transfer and allows the

Figure 10. Temperature heat map for active chilled beam system

The complex uses a non-traditional system known as an active
chilled beam system, where both sensible load and latent load
are treated independently. The active chilled beam system
\ZLK PU [OL JVTWSL_ PZ   TVYL LɉJPLU[ [OHU [YHKP[PVUHS
cooling systems.
Chilled water is passed to the cooling coils within the chill
beams to remove sensible head load from building spaces.
>H[LY ^OPJO OHZ H OPNOLY ZWLJPÄJ OLH[ JHWHJP[` [OHU HPY PZ
HISL [V YLTV]L OLH[ SVHK LɉJPLU[S` ^P[O H TPUPT\T JOPSSLK
^H[LY ÅV^ ;OL JVTWSL_»Z Z`Z[LT ^HZ HSZV KLSPILYH[LS`
designed with a higher elevated chilled water temperature
of 16.5oC to further reduce the energy penalty on the chilled
^H[LYZ`Z[LT;YLH[LKHPY[OH[OHZILLUKLO\TPKPÄLKPZWHZZLK
to the active chilled beams to cool and remove the latent heat
load from the building spaces. Both methodologies converge
to cool the space through induction (cooling coil) and forced
convection (treated air), which encourages up to six times the
air movement induced in the space.

JOPSSLY[VVWLYH[LLɉJPLU[S`
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The lack of moving parts ensures operation remains quiet
#KITHRPUN[OLZ`Z[LTPKLHSMVYVɉJL\ZL
The active chilled beam system was also coupled with a
dedicated outdoor air system, which serves to provide
KLO\TPKPÄLKHPY[VJVU[YVS[OLLɈLJ[ZVMJVUKLUZH[PVU^P[OPU
[OLVɉJLZWHJL(M[LYKLO\TPKPÄJH[PVU[OLHPYPZMVYJLK[OYV\NO
nozzles in order to create a high velocity air pattern in the area
adjacent to the cooling coil. This high air velocity causes a
reduction in the local static pressure, inducing room air mixing
HYV\UK [OL JVVSPUN JVPS ;OL PUK\JLK HUK KLO\TPKPÄLK HPY PZ
then mixed via slots along the beam, providing an air-to-air
LULYN`YLJV]LY`MYVT[OLVɉJLZWHJL

Lighting Controls
,ULYN`LɉJPLU[3,+SPNO[PUNZ^LYLPUZ[HSSLKL_[LUZP]LS`PU[OL
VɉJL ZWHJL [V YLHW LULYN` ZH]PUNZ 4\S[PWSL SPNO[PUN JVU[YVS
mechanisms were also put in place to further reduce energy
usage (see Figure 12).
The lights at window-facing workspaces are interlocked
with photo-cells sensors to maximise daylight harvesting.
Lights automatically adapt and dim to optimal illumination
once adequate ambient lighting is detected. Lightings in the
VɉJLHUKJVTTVUHYLHZHYLHSZVJVU[YVSSLK]PH[OL)\PSKPUN
Automation System (BAS), where a scheduling system ensures
[OH[HSSSPNO[PUNZHYLZ^P[JOLKVɈH[[OLLUKVM[OL^VYRKH`

Displacement Ventilation
Big atrium spaces like the Level 1 lobby usually warrant high
capacity cooling solutions to cool down huge volumetric
spaces. However, in areas with high ceilings, warm air
Z[YH[PÄJH[PVU TH` VJJ\Y ^P[O Z\JO JVU]LU[PVUHS JVVSPUN
methods.
A displacement ventilation cooling system was hence
employed in the Level 1 lobby. High ceiling jet nozzles were
installed at strategic locations to ensure proper coverage.
With this, cooled air is distributed at low velocities at low
SL]LSZ ^OLYL P[ ÅVVKZ [OL H[YP\T ^P[O JVSK HPY HUK KPZWSHJLZ
the thermal plume generated by heat sources upwards.
This way, the quantity of lobby air that requires cooling is also
reduced, as the cooling is only required up to the habitable
height. The use of displacement ventilation also allowed the
[LHT[VISLUK[OLKPɈ\ZLYZPU[V[OLMLH[\YL^HSSHLZ[OL[PJHSS`
Figure 11 shows the deployment of displacement ventilation at
various parts of the building.

-PN\YL;`WLZVMSPNO[PUNJVU[YVSZKLWSV`LKPU[OLVɉJL

Photovoltaic Panels
To harness clean solar energy, 30kW poly-crystalline grid-tied
photovoltaic panels (PV) were also installed (see Figure 13).
Prior to implementation, solar simulations were carried out
at potential locations to identify the optimal locations where
maximum energy could be harvested. The simulations studied
[OL ZOHKPUN LɈLJ[Z HUK 7= WHULS WSHJLTLU[ WH[[LYUZ MVY
each proposed location. The shading largely arose from
neighbouring structures and buildings at varying time periods,
MVYKPɈLYLU[TVU[OZVM[OL`LHY;OLZLSLJ[PVUVMSVJH[PVUZ[V
deploy the PV panels was based on the least shaded area to
maximise the power yield from the PV panels (see Figures 14

Figure 11. Displacement ventilation
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and 15).
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-PN\YL;`WLZVMSPNO[PUNJVU[YVSZKLWSV`LKPU[OLVɉJL

Figure 13. Deployment of PV panels

Figure 14. Two possible locations of the PV panels were studied during the simulation

-PN\YL9LZ\S[ZMYVT[OLZPT\SH[PVUH[KPɈLYLU[[PTLHUKTVU[OVM[OL`LHY
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,ɉJPLU[<ZLVM>H[LY
To save water, the annex block adopted a rainwater harvesting
and a weather-adaptive irrigation system to recycle water.
;VNL[OLY ^P[O [OL HKVW[PVU VM ^H[LYLɉJPLU[ ZHUP[HY` ^HYLZ
an estimated water savings of 30,000m3 per year is expected –
about 70% savings in water consumption compared to similar
I\PSKPUNZ [OH[ HYL UV[ LX\PWWLK ^P[O Z\JO ^H[LYLɉJPLU[
features.

Total Energy Usage

DATA-DRIVEN OPERABILITY OF THE
DSTA INTEGRATED COMPLEX
Every building is unique and energy utilisation of the buildings
Å\J[\H[LZ HUK JOHUNLZ V]LY [PTL 4H_PTPZPUN [OL LULYN`
utilisation requires a large spread of sensors to be installed
[V JVU[YVS [OL T`YPHK VM LɉJPLU[ Z`Z[LTZ PU [OL JVTWSL_ ;V
ensure optimal performance of the building functions, the
sensors and systems are centrally monitored and controlled
using a BAS.
The

With all these technologies, an estimated energy saving of
3M kWh per year is expected for the annex block. The energy
JVUZ\TW[PVUPZHIV\[ SV^LYJVTWHYLK[VH[`WPJHSVɉJL
I\PSKPUN[OH[PZUV[.YLLU4HYRJLY[PÄLKZLL-PN\YL

BAS

controls

the

building’s

climatic

conditions

H\[VTH[PJHSS` RLLWPUN [OL LU]PYVUTLU[ ^P[OPU H ZWLJPÄLK
range. It also monitors the energy performance and incidences
of device failures of systems installed, and serves as an alarm
facility management tool, allowing operators to know exactly
where a fault lies when it happens. The BAS is augmented
I`H+\UPÄLK)\PSKPUN4HUHNLTLU[:`Z[LT)4:V]LYSH`
where the sensor data and building performance are displayed
in real-time on a 3D spatial map of the building (see Figure 17).
The 3D visualisation heightens the operators’ situational
awareness, and enhances their awareness of detailed
conditions of various aspects of the complex, so that more
proactive actions and timely interventions can be taken to
avoid potential system failures which could lead to loss of the
complex’s operation capability. The 3D BMS also allows the
creation of a colour heat map of important parameters. The

Figure 16. Energy and water saving

colours on the heat map change based on pre-determined
boundary conditions, and serve as potential system fault risk
PKLU[PÄLYZ HSSV^PUN WYLLTW[P]L MH\S[ PKLU[PÄJH[PVU ILMVYL
actual occurrence (see Figure 18).

Figure 17. 3D visualisation of the chiller system
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Figure 18. 3D visualisation

AVERAGE MONTHLY
UTILTIES CONSUMPTION
PER SQUARE METRE (kWh/

AVERAGE MONTHLY
UTILTIES CONSUMPTION
(kWh)

AVERAGE FLOOR AREA (M2)

2013

1,459,000

61,000

23.92

2014

1,496,000

61,000

24.52

2015

1,357,000

61,000

22.25

2016

1,436,000

105,000

13.68

YEAR

M2)

Figure 19. Average utilities consumption

The BAS is equipped with an energy dashboard reporting
tool where utilities such as power, water and chiller plant
consumption data are collated, compared and analysed
MVY [YLUKZ +LZWP[L H   PUJYLHZL PU ÅVVY HYLH K\L [V [OL

enabling greater heights of mutual learning and nurturing an
even stronger organisational culture. Moving forward, there
will be continuous explorations of smart building technologies
to reduce operating costs and in the process, provide greater

erection of the annex block, the DSTA Integrated Complex’s

building sustainability and a better working environment for

average monthly utilities consumption per square metre has
YLK\JLK I`   ^P[O [OL \ZL VM [OL LɉJPLU[ Z`Z[LTZ HUK
automated control via the BAS. Figure 19 shows the historical

everyone.

trends in utilities consumption of the complex (it was fully
operationalised in March 2016).

constructed with a very strong emphasis on energy and
^H[LYLɉJPLUJ`H[[OLVUZL[PUJVYWVYH[PUNTHU`Z\Z[HPUHISL

CONCLUSION

features. Through innovations in cooling, lighting, energy and
water systems, the annex block was awarded the BCA Green

The DSTA Integrated Complex is developed on three key
principles: prudence, functionality and user-centeredness. The
principal driver for the extension was to co-locate all DSTA
Z[HɈ [V JYLH[L Z`ULYNPLZ HUK YLHW ILULÄ[Z ^OPJO ^LYL UV[

In line with the nation’s drive to go green, the complex was

Mark Platinum award and is able to achieve 35% energy
savings and 70% potable water savings.

WVZZPISLPMZ[HɈ^LYLZWYLHKHJYVZZZLWHYH[LVɉJLSVJH[PVUZ
With people at the heart of its design, the complex has achieved
its initial aims of bringing the whole DSTA community together,
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APPENDIX

room at the new annex development could not accommodate
HU` PUJYLHZL PU WSHU[ YVVT ZWHJL HZ P[ ^V\SK ZL]LYLS` HɈLJ[

Amalgamation of the Chiller Plant

[OLWSHUUPUNKLZPNUHUKJVUÄN\YH[PVUH[[OLUL^VɉJLISVJR
An alternative solution of re-using the old chiller plant room
would not have worked out as it was too small to maximise
[OLLɉJPLUJ`

The development of the new annex block resulted in a
substantial growth in requirements for air conditioning cooling
JHWHJP[` [V JVVS TVYL HYLHZ LX\PWTLU[ HUK Z[HɈ 0U MHJ[
an entire new chiller plant was required to provide adequate
chilled water to cool the new annex block.
The challenge was in minimising the footprint of the chiller
plant in the new annex block, and maximising plant energy
LɉJPLUJ`4H_PTPZPUNWSHU[LɉJPLUJ`PZOLH]PS`KLWLUKLU[VU
two factors:
a) Designing a good chilled water pipe distribution network
where sharp and abrupt turns of the pipes are minimised to
YLK\JLLULYN`^HZ[HNLHUK^OLYL[OPZWPWLUL[^VYRPZÄ[[LK
physically within the building space in a way that complements
^VYRÅV^ZHUKI\PSKPUNHLZ[OL[PJZ
b) Delivering superior system performance by closely
TH[JOPUN [OL I\PSKPUN OLH[ SVHK WYVÄSL ^P[O [OL ZLSLJ[LK
JOPSSLYZ»WLYMVYTHUJLLɉJPLUJ`JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ
The original planned new building load would have required a
sizeable chiller plant, comprising four chillers and taking up a
footprint of 480m2. Comparatively, before the construction of
the complex began, the old DTTA chiller plant had four chillers
with a footprint of about 310m2.
;OL UL^ JOPSSLY Z`Z[LT KLZPNU ^HZ HSZV PUÅ\LUJLK I` [OL
need to replace the DTTA’s ageing chillers. At that time, the
DTTA chillers had been in operation for 15 years and were due
for replacement. With the aim of optimising space and chiller
LɉJPLUJ`P[^HZKLJPKLK[VYLSVVR[OL^OVSLJOPSSLYWSHU[ZL[
up for both old and new buildings afresh.
Two independent sets of chiller plant – one for the old building
and another for the new – would have allowed independent
operations and certain system disruptions. However, their
combined footprint would have taken up 790m2 of valuable
space; the sheer number of chillers – nine in total – would also
increase maintenance costs and servicing time. Thus, the idea
of amalgamating the chillers was conceived.
/V^L]LY[OLJOHSSLUNL^HZ[OH[MHJ[VYZKYP]PUNWSHU[LɉJPLUJ`
regardless of how many independent sets of chillers were
used, did not change. Furthermore, the original planned plant
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The team hence decided to convert the old DTTA canteen into
the new chiller plant room to serve both the DTTA and annex
block’s requirements.
The new centralised chiller plant serving both the old and new
buildings takes up 540m2, a 32% reduction in total chiller plant
ZWHJL)`Z[\K`PUN[OLSVHKWYVÄSLVMIV[O[OLL_PZ[PUN+;;(
and the new annex block, the team was able to match and
select higher capacity chillers, thereby allowing the building
[V SVHK ZLHTSLZZS` VU [OL TVZ[ LɉJPLU[ WVPU[ VM [OL JOPSSLY
JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZWYVÄSLJ\Y]L0UMHJ[[OLLɉJPLUJ`NHPUHSSV^LK
the team to reduce the number of chillers from nine to just
Ä]L;OPZPU[\YUYLK\JLKTHPU[LUHUJLJVZ[Z;OL[LHT^HZ
also able to manoeuvre and plan optimised pipe runs to reduce
LULYN` ^HZ[HNL ^P[OPU [OL YLK\JLK ZWHJL JVUÄN\YH[PVU
Hence, by upsizing the individual capacity of chillers and
reducing the numbers of chillers, a cascade of system and
VWLYH[PUNILULÄ[Z^LYL\USVJRLK
This current plant serves the entire complex development,
HUKOHZHJOPL]LKHJSHZZSLHKPUNLɉJPLUJ`YH[PUNVMR>
RT, a 10.7% improvement over the BCA Green Mark Platinum
standards. Figure A1 shows the schematic view of the chiller
plant.

Back-end Power
The management of power growth in Depot Camp was a key
challenge. An intake substation located along Depot Road,
right outside Defence Technology Tower B (DTTB), serves
DTTA, DTTB, and the Central Manpower Base (CMPB). Before
the DSTA Integrated Complex project started, the load usage
of 4.1MVA was already more than 80% of the maximum
capacity of the intake substation (see Figure A2).
The projected load increment arising from the annex block was
estimated to be 3.5MVA, attributed mainly to the new chiller
WSHU[HUKVɉJLSVHK;OLYL^HZOLUJLHULLK[V\WNYHKL[OL
intake substation by adding two more feeders and increase
the total power capacity to 10MVA (see Figure A3). This met
the load demand of the annex block, as well as the existing
buildings in Depot Camp.

DSTA INTEGRATED COMPLEX

Figure A1. Schematic of chiller plant

-PN\YL(7V^LYJVUÄN\YH[PVUVM+LWV[*HTWILMVYL\WNYHKPUN^VYRZ

-PN\YL(7V^LYJVUÄN\YH[PVUVM+LWV[*HTWLUKZ[H[L
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Typically, this approach would require a total reconstruction of
the entire substation to house the new quantity of switchgears.

topping up of fuel, carrying out the rotation of the generators
and enforcing routine checks on the generators. The other

With two new feeders, two additional switchgears were
required, increasing the total quantity from seven to nine
switchgears, resulting in the need for more space as well.
However, the old switchgears were air insulated and longer in
width1; replacing them with the more compact gas-insulated

option was to build an interim steel structure substation side
by side with the existing intake substation and commission this
interim substation to power up Depot Camp, while the existing
power grid intake substation was being upgraded (see Figures
( HUK ( ;OPZ ZLJVUK VW[PVU ^HZ WYLMLYYLK HUK ÄUHSS`

switchgear would address issues of space constraints and
open up the option of reusing the existing substation building
without massive reconstruction works. Despite being less
elaborate, the approach of reusing the existing substation and
merely upgrading the switchgears would still incur 10 weeks

HKVW[LKILJH\ZLP[^HZHZZLZZLK[VILTVYLJVZ[LɈLJ[P]L
and provided greater assurance of power reliability by tapping
from the grid instead of generators.

of downtime for the intake substation. It was unthinkable
for Depot Camp to endure such a lengthy downtime, and
therefore of paramount importance to identify a temporary
power source.

June 2014 over two days. To optimise manpower and resources,
the switchover was deliberately scheduled to coincide with the
annual power shutdown for maintenance organised for Depot
Camp. The camp’s power was restored after the shutdown
maintenance, successfully drawing power from the interim
substation. During the shutdown, the opportunity was taken

There were two possible options for the temporary power
source. The key considerations revolved around the ease of
implementation, cost and reliability. One option involved the
deployment of mobile generators to run throughout the 10
weeks of substation downtime. Given the high power capacity

;OLÄYZ[Z^P[JOV]LY[V[OL[LTWVYHY`Z\IZ[H[PVU[VVRWSHJLPU

to also expand the ring network and insert the annex block’s
infrastructure into the ring.

and the need for rotation of duty sets (because the same set

On November 2014, a separate shutdown session was
HYYHUNLK^P[OHSS[OLKPɈLYLU[Z[HRLOVSKLYZPU+LWV[*HTWMVY

of generators could not be running round the clock for all 10
weeks), this choice would have led to the need to deploy multiple

H ÄUHS [YHUZP[PVU [V Z^P[JO IHJR [OL Z\WWS` MYVT [OL PU[LYPT
substation to the upgraded substation. With that, the capacity

generators of huge capacities. This would lead to problems of
space, as the existing site could not accommodate so many
generators. There were also logistical issues, such as the

VM[OLZ\IZ[H[PVUWV^LYZ\WWS`[V+LWV[*HTW^HZLɈLJ[P]LS`
doubled.

-PN\YL(7V^LYJVUÄN\YH[PVUVM+LWV[*HTWPU[LYPTK\YPUN\WNYHKPUNVMWV^LYNYPKPU[HRL
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Figure A5. The interim substation was built side-by-side with the existing substation along Depot Road

Lift System

H]LYHNL ^P[OPU Ä]L TPU\[LZ ^P[O YLZWLJ[ [V [OL I\PSKPUN»Z

As early as 2010, occupants of DTTA were already facing
overcrowding issues, with long waiting times at DTTA lift

30 seconds. The performance of DTTA lifts was then 6% and
60 seconds respectively. This meant that the only means to
[Y\S`HJOPL]LZPNUPÄJHU[PTWYV]LTLU[ZPU[OLSPM[WLYMVYTHUJL
was to increase the quantity of lifts serving the entire facility.

lobbies. This arose because of an unforeseen and staggering
60% growth in occupants between 1995 and 2010 (from 1,800
people in 1995 to 2,950 people in 2010).
Preliminary studies were conducted, including explorations
of the possibility to use double-decker lifts to increase lift
JHWHJP[`I\[HSS[OLZLLɈVY[Z^LYLOPUKLYLKI`T\S[PWSLMHJ[VYZ!
high costs, inconvenience posed to occupants, and potential
lengthy disruptions to operations during implementation. To
alleviate the overcrowding dilemma, lifts were reprogrammed
PU  MYVT Z[HJRLK aVUL JVUÄN\YH[PVU ^P[O [OYLL SPM[Z
ZLY]PUN [OL Z[ [V [O ÅVVY HUK [OL V[OLY [OYLL ZLY]PUN [OL
[O[V[OÅVVY[VPU[LYSLH]LKaVULZ^P[O[OYLLSPM[ZZLY]PUN
VKKÅVVYZHUK[OLV[OLY[OYLLZLY]PUNL]LUÅVVYZ
3PM[ [YHɉJ HUHS`ZPZ HSZV ]LYPÄLK [OH[ [OL VSK ZP_ SPM[Z PU +;;(
were unable to meet the industry design guidelines for the
capacity of 2,950 people. Based on recommendations and
NLULYHS N\PKLSPULZ [OL KLZPYLK Ä]LTPU\[L OHUKSPUN JHWHJP[`
(which is the number of people that can be transported on

population) is more than 12%, and the interval time is less than

The opportunity to solve the lift problems came when the
complex was developed – a new set of lifts could be installed
to serve both DTTA and the annex block. Given that the new
annex block would be only 12 storeys high as opposed to 25
Z[VYL`ZPU+;;([OLUL^SPM[JVYL^V\SKVUS`ZLLT[VILULÄ[
VJJ\WHU[Z VM SV^LY ÅVVYZ PU +;;( 3VNPJHSS` [OL ZP_ L_PZ[PUN
SPM[ZPU+;;(ZOV\SK[OLUILYLJVUÄN\YLK[VZVSLS`ZLY]L+;;(
VJJ\WHU[ZH[OPNOLYÅVVYZ;OLUL^WYVWVZLKSPM[JVYLSPURPUN
IV[O+;;(SV^LYÅVVYZHUKHUUL_ISVJR^HZKLZPNULK^P[O
TVYLSPM[Z[VZLY]L\ZLYZVUIV[OZPKLZ-\Y[OLY[YHɉJHUHS`ZPZ
^HZJHYYPLKV\[[VKLJPKL[OLTVZ[VW[PTHSJVUÄN\YH[PVUHUK
the results were satisfactory. Lift core A in the old DTTA tower
achieved 12% handling capacity and 29 seconds interval time
whereas lift core B, which was designed with eight new lifts,
was slightly better with 12% handling capacity and 21 seconds
PU[LY]HS [PTL 0U HKKP[PVU ÄYL SPM[Z ^LYL HKKLK [V [OL HUUL_
ISVJRPTWYV]PUN[YHɉJÅV^ZL]LUM\Y[OLYZLL-PN\YL(
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Figure A6. The lift set-up in the DSTA Integrated Complex
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